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Although plasma heating with ICRF imparts negligible angular momentum to a tokamak plasma, the high energy particles give significant torque to the plasma through diamagnetic effects. This effect has been directly modeled through guiding center simulations. It is found that heating in Tore Supra, with the location of the resonance surface on the high field side of the magnetic axis, can produce negative central rotation of up to 40 km/sec [1, 2]. Particle loss also contributes to negative rotation, but this is not the dominant effect in most discharges. In this work we examine the effect of collisions and strong plasma rotation on the loss of high energy particles.

Magnetic field strength variation due to discrete toroidal field coils, or ripple, produces two important loss channels in tokamaks. The trapping of particles in local ripple wells produces super banana orbits and, in the case of strong ripple, direct loss orbits leading to the plasma edge. These particles leave the device in the direction of vertical drift, and are characterized by small values of parallel velocity, or pitch. Ripple also causes high energy particles in banana orbits to diffuse stochastically\textsuperscript{[3, 4]}, leading to banana orbits which impact the wall near the outer midplane. Both these loss processes are modified by the magnitude of the collision rate, and by plasma rotation. In Tore Supra the magnitude of the ripple makes ripple trapping a dominant loss mechanism for the background plasma as well as for ICRF produced non Maxwellian high energy tails. We have examined the loss as a function of collisionality and rotation using the Hamiltonian guiding center code ORBIT\textsuperscript{[5, 6]}.

Although the simulations make use of a numerical equilibrium with a Shafranov shift closely matching the experiments, we use simple circular equilibrium expressions in the discussion of analytic estimates. Represent the field as $B \sim B_0(r, \theta)(1 + \delta \sin N \phi)$ with $\delta$ giving the ripple strength, $r$ the minor radius, and $\theta$ the poloidal and $\phi$ the toroidal angles. Along a field line $\phi = q \theta$, $r = \text{constant}$ so a ripple well boundary is given by $\partial_\theta B_0 + N q \delta B_0 = 0$. In simple circular geometry with $B_0 \sim 1 - \rho \cos \theta$ wells exist if $r \sin \theta < N q \delta$, a condition which is independent of particle energy. To remain in a ripple well a particle must have pitch $\lambda = v_\parallel / v$ less than $\sqrt{\delta}$. The ripple well domain and the stochastic loss domain in Tore Supra for the equilibrium studied are shown in Fig. 1. In the figure to the left the shaded domain shows the extent of the ripple wells. A ripple trapped particle drifts downward at a rate given by $v_d = (\rho / R)^2 R \omega_0$ with $\rho$ the gyro radius, $\omega_0$ the gyro frequency and $R$ the major radius. Once a particle is ripple trapped in a loss orbit leading to the wall the loss process typically takes a fraction of a millisecond. Particles which are ripple trapped drift downward a distance $\Delta z$ until they leave the ripple well, either collisionlessly or due to a collision, with the maximum value of $\Delta z$ determined by the geometry of the domain shown in Fig. 1. Particles can alternate between ripple well traps and banana orbits with each trapping in a well producing an outward shift\textsuperscript{[7]} by a distance $z \Delta z / r$, (the superbanana width) leading ultimately to an
orbit which reaches the wall. The figure to the right shows the stochastic loss domain. All particles with bounce point outside the shaded area are lost diffusively. Although this domain is also extensive, we will see that ripple trapping is the dominant ultimate loss mechanism.

Pitch angle scattering with a collision frequency $\nu$ modifies the loss by scattering particles in and out of ripple trapped orbits, and in making both the ripple trap domain and the stochastic loss domain ultimately accessible to all particles. If the effective collision frequency $\nu_{eff}$ is less than the reciprocal of the loss time $1/T_{loss}$ the steady state loss is limited by the scattering of particles into the loss domain, and is thus proportional to $\nu$. For $\nu$ larger than this the loss process scales with $1/\nu$, since the effect of the collisions is to depopulate the loss domain.

We have analyzed losses in shot 23418 for both the main plasma and for the ICRF heated tail. The toroidal field strength was 3.7 Tesla and the magnetic axis was at 244 cm with a 12 cm Shafranov shift. Central ion temperature was 3.25 keV. A simple pitch angle scattering operator was used to investigate the effects of collisions[8]. It is easy to distinguish the ripple trapped loss from the banana orbit loss by the fact that all loss with small $|\lambda|$ is due to ripple trapping. The two loss processes for the background plasma as a function of collision frequency are shown in Fig. 2. Losses in Tore Supra are dominated by ripple trapping for normal values of collisionality. This however does not mean that stochastic diffusion is unimportant, only that the ultimate loss process is normally ripple trapping. It is possible for a particle to experience extensive stochastic ripple diffusion before finally being trapped in a ripple well. If the pitch distribution of the ripple trapped particles is $\delta \lambda$ and the loss time is $\delta t$ a collision frequency much larger than $(\delta \lambda)^2/\delta t$, should detraps particles before they are lost. This is seen in Fig. 2 in the appearance of an approximate $1/\nu$ dependence of the ripple trapped loss for large collisionality. Simulations give $\delta \lambda \sim 0.3$ for ripple trapping, giving the transition point at $\nu \sim 200/sec$.

For purposes of the simulations only ICRF particles with energy above 50 keV were kept, so that only the high energy tail was simulated. The distribution in pitch at the midplane
on the low field side was given by a rabbit ears distribution

\[ f = e^{-(\lambda - \lambda_0)^2/\sigma^2} + e^{-(\lambda + \lambda_0)^2/\sigma^2} \]  

(1)

with the width \( \sigma \approx 25/E_{\text{keV}} \), and \( \lambda = v_\parallel / v \) the pitch, with \( \lambda_0 \) that value of the pitch resulting in the bounce point being located at the resonance layer, \( X = 234 \, \text{cm} \), i.e. located \( 10 \, \text{cm} \) on the high field side of the magnetic axis. Approximately \( 3/4 \) of the particles above \( 50 \, \text{keV} \) are trapped, due to the localization of high energy particles with bounce points near the resonance layer.

Plasma rotation effects become important, provided the plasma is in a relatively collisionless domain, when the rotation velocity is comparable to the drift velocity. Rotation of the trapped particle population due to a radial electric field, and precession of a deeply trapped particle are given by

\[ \frac{\omega_\phi}{\omega_0} = -\frac{q}{r} \frac{\partial z \Phi}{2E} \rho^2, \quad \frac{\omega_d}{\omega_0} = \frac{q \rho^2}{2r R}. \]  

(2)

with \( \Phi \) the electric potential energy, \( \omega_\phi \) the toroidal rotation rate, \( \omega_d \) the toroidal precession, \( \omega_0 \) the gyro frequency, \( \rho \) the gyro radius, and \( E \) the particle energy. One effect of this potential on the ripple trapped particles is to change the drift direction. Energy conservation for a ripple trapped particle, since the parallel velocity is very small, is \( \Phi(R, z) + \mu B(R) = E \). While the particle is trapped, the bounce motion in the well adjusts the toroidal location so as to keep the particle near the ripple minimum. The orbit path in \( R \) and \( z \) is thus given by

\[ \frac{dR}{dz} \approx \frac{-\partial_z \Phi \mu}{\partial_R B}. \]  

(3)

where we have assumed that \( \mu \partial_R B \gg \partial_R \Phi \). For positive rotation we have \( \partial_z \Phi < 0 \) and thus below the midplane \( \partial_z \Phi > 0 \) which means that the orbit is curved toward smaller \( R \) as it drifts downward. This makes the superbanana width smaller, and also causes the particle to leave the ripple well trap earlier. This effect becomes important when
\[ r \partial_t \Phi \sim (r/R) E \] giving \( \omega_\phi/\omega_0 \simeq \rho^2/(Rr) \). The effect of this shrinking of the superbanana width is to decrease the loss rate.\cite{7} The superbanana width becomes roughly \[ \delta r = (v_d z \Delta z / r_l)/(v_E + v_d) \] where \( v_d \) is the vertical drift velocity and \( v_E \) is the rotation velocity. The rotation decreases transport only in the low collision domain, where transport is dominated by ripple trapped particles.

Negative rotation instead increases the size of the superbanana and moves the particle towards larger ripple. Since the downward drift, proportional to the energy, is in competition with the collisional detrapping, this should increase the loss by allowing more low energy particles to participate in the trapped loss\cite{7}. However for negative rotation and \( r \partial_t \Phi \sim E \) the potential prevents the loss of particles simply due to energy conservation. This gives \( \omega_\phi/\omega_0 \simeq \rho^2/r^2 \), giving for a particle of \( E = 1keV \) a frequency of \( \omega_\phi \simeq 300/\sec \).

Although beginning at somewhat larger frequencies, this effect is stronger than orbit modification effects, and furthermore is independent of whether the particle is ripple trapped, and thus negative rotation inhibits ion loss.

The stochastic loss domain is also modified by rotation. Increased rotation is, in terms of the orbital dynamics, equivalent to increased energy since the toroidal drift rate determines the resonance phenomena\cite{4}. Positive rotation thus acts to increase the size of the stochastic ripple loss domain, and negative rotation to decrease it.

As seen in Fig. 2, with the collision rate held at 500/\sec, the simulations for the ICRF tail show that rotation gives a decrease in the ripple trapped loss, only slightly compensated by an increase in banana particle loss. The observed rotation rate was \(-40km/\sec\) or \( \omega_\phi = -1.6 \times 10^4/\sec \).

To conclude, we find that in Tore Supra particle loss to the edge is dominated by ripple trapping, both for the bulk plasma and for the heated ICRF high energy tail, both with and without observed rotation rates. Stochastic ripple diffusion, although present, normally ends in a ripple trapped loss trajectory before bringing a particle into contact with the wall. Plasma rotation of either sign acts to diminish the ripple trapped loss, but the effect is not important except for very fast rotation. This effect was predicted by Yushmanov\cite{7} for positive rotation, the decrease in the ripple loss for negative rotation is due to energy conservation. For the ICRF high energy tail particles plasma rotation increases the stochastic ripple loss domain. For both particle distributions positive rotation tends to a transition from ripple trapped loss to banana orbit loss, although the effect is small for energetic ions. Negative rotation decreases both types of loss, simply through the potential barrier prohibiting motion to the edge.
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